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New Theater To Be Completed in 2007
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Justin Smith
Staff Writer

The department of communication studies and theatre (CMTH)
at Longwood is undergoing several construction and curriculum
changes.
Construction for a new
CMTH building is scheduled for
completion in fall 2007.
The $8.8 million project will
replace Jarman Hall as the headquarters for the department.
Jarman is 51 years old and its
size is inadequate for the purposes of the department.
In addition, Longwood's theatre program seeks to maintain
accreditation from the National
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Association of Schools of ter the department's curriculum human relations, conflict resolution and public relations.
Theatre (NAST), which requires he claims is too "broad-based."
"We expect an increase from
appropriate academic facilities for
Last summer, the department
the program.
surveyed parents, students, and 125 to 200 communication studies
The proposed three-level alumni about the program and majors as a result of these
building includes a 300 seat "black compared the results to other changes," Rao said.
The revamped curriculum still
box" theatre, a design studio, a set Virginia colleges and universities.
faces
a lengthy process of
shop and offices for faculty and
The results of the survey
showed that there was a desire approval from several bodies of
staff.
The "black box" is the single and a need for a more compre- academic authority, including the
biggest room in the building and hensive communication studies college of arts and sciences, the
will be available for theatre prac- academic program. Faculty mem- educational policy committee, and
tice and performance. The new bers decided to propose a restruc- the vice president of academic
affairs.
structure is slated to open in the tured curriculum.
However, Rao says he is confispring of 2008.
The major changes include the
It will be located between creation of two separate concen- dent of a smooth transition to a
new and diversified communicaBrock Commons and Race Street. trations.
Jarman will be renovated upon
They decided to develop media tion studies curriculum that may
completion of the new building studies as one option and organi- be in place as soon as fall of 2006.
and utilized for its 1,200 seat audi- zational and strategic
torium.
communications as anoth"The new building er.
and facilities will enable
Media studies will offer
students' better access to an array of courses focustechnology and a com- ing on electronic and print
patible learning space," media.
says Dr. Ramesh Rao,
Meanwhile, organizathe head of the CMTH tional and strategic com- department.
munication will be com- Rao also seeks to bet- posed of courses in

The Dining Hall s Changing More than Just Plates
Naomi Pearson

and purple. They are heavy,
restaurant quality dishes. But new
The Dining Hall has begun a dishes are only the beginning.
Over the last few weeks, new
remodeling project hoping to
recipes
have been introduced and
transform the atmosphere from
more
will
be added in the coming
that of a cafeteria to that of a
residential restaurant. The com- months.
Less popular ones are being
plete overhaul includes new color
phased
out and favorites presentschemes, new dinner ware as well
ed
in
new,
more attractive ways.
as a new layout.
For
example,
some entrees will
Some of these changes arc
be
prepared
and
presented in sinalready visible in the form of
new plates and bowls in colorful gle-serving dishes, such as individhues of red, yellow, green, blue ual potpies. There will also be
Staff Writer

more vegan and vegetarian
options. "Variety makes things
better and better," said Grant
Avent, Director of Food Service
at Longwood.
The big change will take place
over the winter break.
When students return for the
Spring semester, they will find the
main floor of the dining hall service area completely transformed.
Avent said that the change is
intended to create a shift in the
perception of the dining at

Longwood and to facilitate the
individuality of each student's
meals and portions.
Aramark's Real Food on
Campus (RFOC) program is
meant to eliminate the assemblyline cafeteria feeling of the dining
hall, while showcasing the high
standards of the restaurant quality
food being served in a more
attractive and appealing manner.
Each of the stations will be
completely refaced.

see D-HALL p.5
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Vv/orjs From the EJttor: The Evolution of Halloween: from the Celts to LongwooJ
This weekend
Farmville will
begin its festivities
for
America's
most popular
holiday,
Halloween.
This holiday is more celebrated
than Christmas, Easter—even
one's own birthday.
Why have these traditions carried on so far into our adult lives
when the fun and legal age of
trick or treating have been long
gone? I would like to briefly trace
the origin of Halloween to the
current celebration and note
some of the most noticeable
changes.
Over 2,000 years ago the Celts
celebrated their New Year on
November 1st, marking the end
of summer and harvest, and the
beginning of the dark, cold win-

ters. These dark months symbolized death and instilled fear
into their hearts.
The Celt's believed that on
the night before the New Year
the boundary between the
worlds of the living and dead
became blurred and ghosts
returned to earth to cause trouble and damage crops.
To commemorate the event,
the Druids built large bonfires
where the people burned crops
and animals as scarifies to the
Celtic deities. During this celebration the Celts wore costumes
consisting of animal heads and
skins and attempted to tell each
other's fortunes.
After the Roman's conquered
the Celtic area, they modified
Halloween to the "passing of
the dead." Hundreds of years
later Christianity spread to this
area and became designated as

"All Saints Day."
Christianity altered this celebration more and after the holiday
passed through the Middle English
to America we have fast forwarded
to the familiar state of trick or
treating and dressing up in costumes.
This, I feel, has been the biggest
change in Halloween. Somehow
this holiday transformed from
wearing dead animals to the majority of girls trying to find a costume
that requires the least amount of
clothing.
I am not judging; I too have fallen victim to this. My expereince as
Tinker Bell landed me in a police
car where my officer fled from the
vehicle to beat someone with a
night stick. I made it home and
safely bailed my friend out of jail,
but had known I was going to be
harassed by the Greenville Police, I
would have rethought that 20 inch
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Dear Editor,

dress.
College students especially,
wait impatiently all year for this
day, sometimes week of excitement. This day, it seems, gives the
right to any and everyone to get as
drunk as possible, and to conjure
up an idea for a costume that is
more revealing than you or your
friends have ever imagined. This
situation seems to be an extreme
case for something that happens
every weekend. For some reason
we as human beings need to draw
attention to ourselves and be surrounded by a lot of people, even if
they are strangers.
Why else would we frequent
bars and frat parties in the middle
of winter? Bearing the vitriolic
wind just to stand in line at a keg
and show off your new tank top.
Halloween provides an opportunity to express oneself through
another personality. It becomes

to

the

gone up everywhere for a flu shot;
places such as the medical center
I was humbly strolling down the in downtown Farmville are chargDining Hall, about to get rid of my ing as high as twenty-eight dollars.
tray and all the remnants that were However, if the campus can get
my dinner. As I chugged my glass the students discounts for events
of milk, I noticed an advertisement and activities, can't there be a dison the wall for a trip to Busch count for health care as well?
Gardens, during "Hall-O-Scream."
Some students are already hav"Hall-O-Scream" is the time of ing trouble paying for college,
year when Busch Gardens opens much less paying for over-priced
up various violent, but fun, haunt- medical care out of their own
ed houses all across the park. My
eyes scrolled down to the cose
twenty dollars with student discount I nodded in approval, and
left the Dining Hall.
When I returned to my dorm
room, I asked my super-terrific
roommate Joe if he wanted to join
me in this adventure. He frowned pocket I don't know if anyone
and shook his head, claiming it was has heard this, but people can die
too much money. Now, consider from the flu. Or they just miss
this. This is just twenty dollars to classes or practices, and most likego to an amusement park when the ly infect everyone else around
non-student price would be con- them who did not get a shot. I
siderably higher. Twenty dollars can understand that the university
for discount entertainment. Now, would want to provide flu shots
why does the campus believe that a for the faculty members free of
college student will pay twenty-five charge; no professors equals no
dollars for a flu shot, when they classes. Why do they give students
don't have enough money to go to discounts at movie theaters or
Busch Gardens for "Hall-O- museums? Why are some public
Scream'?
functions or admissions free to
I understand that prices have students? Why are most things for

safe because it is not you, it is a
sex-ed teacher or Disney character gone wild.
Some people take the holiday
more serious and focus their
attention soley on drinking or
contacting the dead spirits that
are trying to cross over on this
night.
I think this Halloween should
spend this day reflecting on what
the holiday means to you. I
encouarge everyone to embrace
your Ouija board, slip, candy,
beer or Druid roots and have a
happy Halloween.

?&L
Janet Jones
Editor-in-Chief

Editor
students on campus free or discounted? Because students are
poor or damn near close to it
What could the campus do?
Ideally, they could decrease the
price for students next year and
keep them low for the years to
come. Hopefully for this year,
there can be a rebate to all those
students who spent full price for
flu shots. Something must be
done to encourage people to get
flu shots, or Longwood will
become a nerve-racking health
hazard.
- Alex Storz
Dear Editor,
What is the sexiest outfit for a
woman to wear?
The great question that has
plagued
every
issue
of
Cosmopolitan and Seventeen for
years can be found right on campus at Longwood University.
The answer to the best outfit is
the "Jumper" that the sorority
girls wear on special days, known
to some as "Jumper Days", the
day where life isn't so bad.
Oh yes, the one colored dress
that makes a girl say...

see LETTER p. 3
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"

PAKJ

Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone to
submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

Props:
Trw"Actl»itf' i* your outlet for bottLn&yycurttiyuU^
Thiyikyour + Carl Riden, for being an awesome advisor!
your chance' to- do- yomethinay about locietal evtf*, imtead- ofjutt whining- about the*tu So- + Creative Writing students
ipeak up and- act up. Hecaute-, if you-res not mad/, youlre/ not paying atumtiont E-mail + To boyfriends who know how to treat their lady
AcWfUt idea* to- nJtunda@lon^wood/.edui
right. (You know who you are)
Justin Smith
sympathetic as the moldy bun I 'in\crsity's Mission Statement + Ukuleles
Staff W'rittr
was taken from me by die staff which
states,
"Longwood + To John Graham's festive hanging wreath
member and quickly thrown in Dining Services creates an envi- + Mary Carroll-Hackett's manic qualities
Dorill Dining Hall is probably the trash without any hesitation.
ronment that enables every cus- + To intellectual curiosity and the willingness to
where you are sitting right now
It was then explained to me by tomer to receive a dynamic dinfollow where it leads, and follow wholeheartedly
and if not, then it probably was- the same loyal employee that ing experience."
n't too long ago that you were.
sometimes the buns come with
I now interpret this simply as, + Telefund associates
1 bring this up because I have mold before the bag is even they offer food items I would
Props;
just been recently impressed
rather gag myself than eat, - Flu season
by a creative meal that was
and if this is their intent than - No heat!
provided to me at lunch yesthey are right on the money.
- Cold floors
terday. I thought I would let
Yet, if their seventh prin- Empty fridges
all the die-hard Rotunda readciple to "offer healthy food
ers know about it too, since it
options, prepared within all - To the willingness to accept less
was so noteworthy.
safe food regulations", - Compuers failing around Midterms
This tale begins when I
meant that you might not die - To a muddy campus
decided to walk down the old
from eating here but, you - To overheated rooms
French fried burger lane.
could start hallucinating,
Normally I'm not one for
than maybe I have it all
the pig scraps and ground
wrong and we should all go
swine extract, but I had my
more.
mind made up that afternoon
But alas, life's not that
Justin Smith shows off his bun.
that today would be a newAlthough color would be more awesome and the sad truth of
day. Therefore, I decided that
vivid, the dark portions seen here the matter was that I received
I would throw caution to the are, in actuality, spots of green a hot dog bun with extensive
wind and indulge in a hot dog. mold.
mold.
I was so excited, I decided I
This story, though true,
would do it old school, and hook opened.
was not meant to scare anyone
it up with that mustard, chili, and
Correct me if I'm wrong, but who avidly enjoys the D-Hall LETTER cont'd p.2
jumpers as much as the wonderonion combo.
that does not make the situation food. Relatively speaking, the
ful Alpha Gamms.
Now I was content.
excusable.
food at Dorill Dining Hall is ..."yeah girlfriend, I'm wearing a
I think that the jumpers signify
I confidendy strolled to my
In fact, drawing from my high pretty good.
the
originality of the sororities
cute colored dress thing, and I
table to devour the goodness.
school biology years, fungus creFor that reason, let us just look good!"
and the university, because
However, on initial examina- ates spores that spread.
refer to this article as a public
What a sight it is to see the Longwood is the only university
tion I noticed a significant sized
Therefore, it is logical to think service
announcement to pink of the Delta Zetas, racy red to wear this attire and that is
spot of dark green, cultured that not only was my bun remind everyone to always douof ASA, the azure blue of ADPi, something to take pride in.
mold.
exposed to mold but so could ble check their institutionalized the scholarly maroon of Sigma
I'd think a tradition dating
I immediately got up and took have many others in the same meals, because you'll never Kappa and the refined tartan of back to the Normal School
the bun to show an authority fig- bag.
know until you are the one that Alpha Gamma Delta walking would want to be shown off.
ure in the dining hall staff.
I tried to make sense of this takes a bite out of a finger nail down Brock Commons as if a
I see it this way, every college
The reaction was far from by looking up Longwood sandwich.
has
a dining hall, every college
my dream of the major motion
has
a
library but Longwood has
picture Gangs of New York
girls
of
ten different sororities
turned into Sororities of New
wearing
sophisticated,
historical
York.
The jumper dresses exhibit a jumpers!
U-Wirt
the epicenter of the social move- Parks in a Washington Post interI think that the girls should
classy,
uniformed look to the
view. "I was not tired physically,
Her sheer age was a testament to ment to end segregation.
sport their ToeGoez letter sangirls,
more
so
than
pledge
dass
Her simple act of civil disobe- or no more tired than I usually
her reputation as a fighter.
dals, jumper and polo proudly. If
unity letters.
But on Monday, Rosa Parks, dience resulted in her arrest, and was at the end of a working day.
As a history major, I can't help it was socially acceptable, I'd
one of the most influential fig- within a few days, Montgomery's I was not old, although some but find the history of the probably make one myself.
ures in the Civil Rights Movement transit system was being boy- people have an image of me as jumpers attractive. The girls of
As Abigail Adams wrote to her
of the '50s and '60s, died at the cotted by the black population being old then. I was 42. No, the the State Normal School would husband at the Continental
(which made up 70 percent of only tired I was, was tired of givage of 92.
dye their white dresses with the Congress in the late 1700s to
riders),
protests were being ing in."
Parks, whose refusal to move
"remember the ladies", I am
Parks was fined for violating colors of their sorority.
to the back of a public bus on organized and King was using her
Now, if that's not cool then I remembering the ladies too,
Dec. 1, 1955, was a catalyst for plight as a rallying cry for the segregation laws, and her appeal have no more faith in Kristen Abigail; but remembering them
eventually went to the Supreme
the Civil Rights Movement that fight against racial inequality.
wearing jumpers.
"People
always
say
that
I
didn't
Court, which overturned the and Steven on Laguna Beach.
would later be spearheaded by
I am very surprised I haven't
The Rev. Martin Luther King give up my seat because I was laws.
- Justin Genoli
seen
the girls wearing their
see ROSA p.7
Jr., and made Montgomery, Ala., tired, but that isn't true," said

InMemonam:: i\osa
Rosa Parks
i arKs an
and You
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Study SllOWS Beer Popularity Slipping
U-Wite
Brew. Brewski. A cold one. By
any name, beer has long been
a staple of the college party
scene. But recent statistics
show its popularity among
young drinkers may be slipping. Beer's share of total
alcohol served has dropped to
58.1 percent, down from 59.6
percent
in
1998,
The
Washington Post reported
Oct. 9.
Although the drop is small
and beer remains inexpensive
- at The Keg of Evanston, 810
Grove St., 32 oz. beers run students $3.50, while shots and 12
oz. mixed drinks start at $4- its
reputation as the ail-American
beverage has not been entirely
embraced by a generation of
"Sex and the City "-watching,
soy mocha latte-drinking
young adults. Bright, fruity
beverages served in slender,
sinuous glasses are now everpresent in pop culture.
"[It's the) rebirth of the single female lifestyle," said
Dcidra Morrison, a computer

science graduate student.
Today's young drinkers,
especially women, are unlikely
to settle for boring old beer
when sweet, exciting new
drinks are available. Sixteen
out of 20 female students surveyed by The Daily last week
preferred mixed drinks to
beer. The girls are willing to
shell out extra cash at bars for
cranberry and vodkas or
Bacardi and Diet Coke, they
said.
Some cited high calorie levels as a reason to abstain from
beer.
"Hard liquor gets me
drunker quicker, so I end up
drinking less and gaining less
weight," explained Elizabeth
White, a Tulane freshman
enrolled in the School of
Communication.
Even at fraternity and
house parties, the surveyed
students usually find a cooler
of jungle juice, a margarita
station or a bottle of liquor
and some shot glasses instead
of beer, they said.
Mainly, female students

said, they simply like the taste
of mixed drinks more than
beer. This generation was
raised on sugary sodas and
artificially sweetened juices,
and the familiar, personally
customized taste of mixed
drinks can make the transition
to alcohol smoother for some
young
people,
The
Washington Post reported.
That doesn't mean beer is
headed for extinction. Most of
the girls surveyed said if they
were at a party with no hard
alcohol, they would happily
settle for beer. Weinberg freshman Melissa Krauss, who said
she would not drink beer under
any circumstances, said she
realizes she is a minority in the
college scene.
"Beer's something you can
kick back with and relax when
you're with a couple of friends,
versus a party scene," Witt
said. Sporting a "Keystone
Light" hoodie, Weinberg
freshman David Felton proclaimed, "Beer will never go
out of style!"

OrfoUr 27, 2005

Pat $ Corner Tke Pros and Cons of Dorm Living
Patrick Gorham
Suff Writer
Most of my friends at other
schools are exiled from the comforts and discomforts of dorm
living after only a year in these
humble abodes.
As a history major, the only
architecture I can compare these
mammoth structures of booze,
debauchery, drama, and (cough)
academics to are the Communist
style apartment buildings the dot
the cities of Bratislava, Warsaw,
and Tallinn (that's in Estonia for
all you business majors).
Granted, they are not very aesthetically pleasing to the eye, but
they serve their purpose.
I mean, have you seen anything Marxist that you can compare to a sunset or sunrise? No,
they are like vacuum machines;
they do the job.

Pros 1 Cons 1
Though in apartments you get
a fussy landlord, this is negated
due to those pesky RAs and
RECs.
In the immortal words from a
kid who battle rapped a hobo in
D.C. for his half-eaten sandwich,
"Knock if your are an RA/ Please
don't take our drinks away/ Please
don't ruin the fun/ My roommate
is 21." So at the end of the first
period, it's tied.
I am an only child and though
1 have been told I don't act like
one, which in itself is another article, it took some time to get used
to waking up near someone of the
same sex. I never had to share a
room with anyone except my dog.

My only claim to fame last year
was that I believe I was the only
male to wake up near two cheerPros 0 Cons 1
leaders on a regular basis.
Students in dorms pay a flat Awesome, you say, if you are a
fee for housing once a semester. guy; hardly, they were both male
Thus there are no water, tele- cheerleaders.
phone, electric, heating, or cable
see PROS&CONS p.10
bills.
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Farmville OMicer John Garrett Shot in the Line o{ Dutij
Marina Sizow
Staff Writer
On Friday October 21st, at
approximately 4 pm, Russell
Smith allegedly shot Farmville
police officer John Garrett in the
leg during a routine traffic stop.
The incident began earlier that
day on Peery Drive at Friedman's
Jewelers located next to Walmart.
The local police department was
contacted when Smith reportedly
caused a disturbance.
A short time later, Garrett
pulled over a pickup truck that fit
the description of the vehicle
seen leaving the disturbance on
suspicion of drunk driving. While
Garrett attempted to administer
the sobriety test, Smith opened

D-HALL cont'd p.l

fire, wounding the officer in the
thigh. Garrett returned fire, but
Smith was able to flee the scene
unharmed, and fired again at
Garrett. Smith attempted to flee
north on Main Street, heading
toward downtown Farmville.
Smith, a resident of Farmville,
was apprehended minutes later
by other Farmville police officers
at the intersection of Fourth and
Main Streets, and held for 72
hours in the booking area of
Piedmont Regional Jail.
Garrett was released Saturday
from Southside Community
Hospital, where his wound was
considered to be not life-threatening. Garrett, 49, is the first
Farmville deputy to be shot in

they interact and get to know the
students face to face.
They will also have to adjust to
They will be more colorful in
reds, yellow, greens, with eye- the challenge of preparing more
of the food on the spot and cuscatching graphics and signs.
The service islands will tomized to the student's request.
become action stations where But the changes have been taking
food is custom prepared right place in stages.
For instance, more of the
before the eyes of students,
salad
bar preparation has been
much as the Panini and Pan Geos
moved
to the island itself, with
stations are now.
In restaurant terms, the the vegetables being sliced and
kitchen will be brought to the diced right there as needed,
"front of the house," with more instead of in huge quantities in
of the cooking and prep work the back to be hauled out in conbeing done in plain sight, rather tainers to be dumped into Ac
service area
than being hidden away as The service islands will bins.
The
stumuch of it is become action stations where
food
is
custom
prepared
right
dents
also
will
now.
before
the
eyes
of
students,
have
more
This means
that the chefs much as the Panini and Pan input in how
they want their
will also be out Geos stations are now.
food done.
front as well, in
They,
too,
will
become more
more colorful uniforms, interactacquainted
with
the
chefs and
ing with the students.
Music will be playing from other workers who prepare the
portable sound systems hidden meals.
Aramark's RFOC program is
away in each station and will be
themed to the type of food being in use at other regional universities such as the University of
served.
James
Madison
For instance, if southwestern Virginia,
or Tex-Mex cuisine is featured at University, and the University of
a station, the music could include North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
where it has been very well
Tejano and Conjunto tunes.
Each station will also feature a received.
Avent thinks the program will
different entree, a salad and a
dessert. Students will be able to be just as successful here.
"We want to make Longwood
pick up their entire meal at one
station or make their own meal dining the best we can possibly
combination by selecting dishes make it," he said. "There is
from any other station they always something else we can
do."'
choose.
He welcomes comments and
For the workers usually behind
the scenes, RFOC will mean a hopes students feel comfortable
change in the kitchen culture as enough to approach him.

the line of duty since 1974.
According to comments made
by
correctional
officer
Lieutenant Scott at Piedmont
Regional Jail, "thinking safety at
all times," is a priority in the line
of duty. His final remark to any
one considering breaking the law
and who could be potentially
imprisoned in the jail is that "it's
your choice whether you come
here or you stay out there."
The suspect is being charged
with the attempted capital murder of a police officer and with
using a firearm in the commission of a felony. No court date
has been announced to the
media as of vet.
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Bias Crimes Become a Reality at Longwood
Kristen Casalenuovo
Staff Writer
Late Wednesday night, before
fall break, prejudice ran afoul on
the fourth floor of Cox residence
hall. "I am paying money to
attend this school and I do NOT
appreciate this gay shit being
preached to me and shoved down
my throat by a public, expensive
school. Please stop."
These hate-inspired words

were scribbled on a bulletin board
which displayed information
about homosexuality and homophobia.
Kyle Pretsch, the Resident
Assistant of fourth floor Cox, and
the person who posted the bulletin board, called a mandatory
hall meeting the evening following
the vandalism

see VANDAL p.10

Students Surveyed lor Longwood Landings Furniture Choices
Naomi Pearson
Cofg Editor

liked, noting some of them on
their survey cards. One young
woman said that she liked the
Five vendors have their furniheadboard of one vendor's bed,
ture on display in the Lankford
but
the height of one of the
ballroom this week. They are
other's,
while her friend wanted to
presenting options for the bedtake
the
hutch of one desk set and
rooms and living areas of
put it on another.
Ixmgwood landings, the newest
A young man wondered if it
university-managed residences
were
possible to take one item
currently under construction.
from
each
vendor to make a comThe office of Residential and
plete suite.
Commuter Life invited the venAlthough mixing and matching
dors to the campus to give the
prospective future residents of Bright orange survey cards may not be possible, many of
the furnishings are customizthe landings an opportunity
are available for students to able by the vendors, said
to express their preferences.
share their evaluation oj the Howell.
Bright orange survey cards
[furniture,
with an area for
A footboard that gets in the
are available for students to
them
to
offer
additional sug- way can be removed from the
share their evaluation of the
set, hutches can be added to
furniture, with an area for gestions or comments.
desks and sofas and armchairs
them to offer additional sugare available in a variety of fabgestions or comments.
Howell and the vendors' repre- ric patterns.
At the end of the week, four
The students just need to make
$25 gift cards to area restaurants sentatives encourage everyone to
their
preferences known so they
sit,
lie
and
lounge
on
all
the
will be awarded in a drawing
can
be
taken into account.
chairs,
sofas,
and
beds
and
thorfrom all of the evaluation cards
"We
want the students to be
oughly examine every piece on
submitted.
pleased," Howell said. "For a
The five vendors are Adden display.
One random group of stu- project of this size, we want to
Furniture, Butler Woodcrafters,
Foliot
Furniture,
Quality dents spent about an hour on make sure we do it right the first
Products & Services and Tuesday afternoon flinging them- time."
Howell said that he thinks stuselves into armchairs, bouncing
Premiere Furniture CompanyEach of the vendors special- onto the beds and slamming dent preferences are "going to
izes in providing high-quality and dresser and desk drawers, just as have a great deal of weight" in the
durable institutional products, they normally would in their final selection of the furniture for
Longwood Landings.
but according to Doug Howell, rooms.
He hopes that students will
Some of them even sat on and
the associate director of
Residential and Commuter life, stood on some of the coffee take advantage of this opportunithe samples being provided this tables. "That's what would hap- ty to provide feedback on a deciweek are the top of the line in pen if we had a party," one of sion that will directly affect many
their apartment-style furnishings, them commented. The tables of them next fall and the coming
years.
rather than typical dormitory held.
They discussed the features of
pieces.
On Thursday, October 27, each piece that they liked or disfrom 3 p.m. to 7 pm., the representatives from all five companies
will be present ready to answer
any questions or to point out special features of their products.
Students who visit the ballroom can view a variety of furniture styles, from sleek, modern
metal desks, and bedroom furnishings to classic solid wood
dressers and dining sets to plush,
upholstered living room sofas
and armchairs.
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Mexican Celebration of tke Dan of tke Dead
and saints are allowed to travel on eventsthis year at LCVA's activities.
Celebration of Life had opportuThe turn out for the event was
A&BBtUt
earth.
During the celebrations of the nity to make Calavera masks and incredible and many kids went
Day of the Dead, beautiful altars pins. They were also able to deco- home happy that day with a new
perspective on the holiare made in each family's home and rate sugar skulls and make paper
The Longwood Center for the
marigold
chains.
A
day, and a new appreciais then decorated with candles,
Visual Arts (LCVA) held a
Refreshments
flowers, food, and
community event this past
were
V^£
the Mexican culture.
5 water.
Saturday morning, October
For more information about
| The food and
22nd. They revamped the
upcoming LCVA events, check
| water left on |l -flfli
festivities the LCVA ussually
and out http://www.longwood.edu
served
I the altars are^^f \ J
holds for Halloween to recmany students from /leva/.
£- intended to proognize and cclbratc the
Longwood's Art Department volSpecial thanks to the LCVA in
s' vide nourishment
Mexican holiday Day of the
jr for the returning unteered to help with set up and providing research for the inforDead.
5 spirits that will be assist • during the art and crafts mation in this article.
The LCVA re-christened
o weary from their
the event "Celebration of
g travel.
Life".
Toys and candy are
The event was geared with
HALLOWEEN PARTY @ MULLIGANS
also left on these
activities and information
altars for both the
STARTS AT 7PM! 18+
detailing fascinating aspects
children and spirits
of Dia De Los Muertos-the
$3 FOR 21+
of departed children.
Day of the Dead.
Art
skeletons
$5 FOR 18-20
Dia De Los Muertos is celcalled Calaveras are
ebrated predominantly in
SPECIALS & DOOR PRIZES
both for decoration
central and southern parts of
KARAOKE FROM 7-10
serve in a symbolic
Mexico on November 1st
nature as the repreCOSTUME CONTEST© 10
and 2nd. The Mexican culsentation of personture believes that the gates of
CASH PRIZES!
alities • of
their
Heaven open at midnight on
deceased
family
SPONSORED BY THE SENIOR CLASS
October 31st and the spirits
Skeletons
railed
Ca!s
r\rt
members. The skeleof the deceased arc allowed
meant to he f«nny an tons are really intendto reunite with their families ■
ed to been seen as
and loved ones for 24 hours. rtentHy not Starv) an«J spooky
funny and friendly
Obviously this tradition
rather than spooky
coincides with some of the
Halloween traditions we celebrate All Saints Day: The day after and scary.
Children who attended the
in America. Such as ghost and Halloween whem good spirits
Ellic Woodruff

ghoul decoration and monster
costusumes for children.
In fact, the practice of wearing costumes came from other
past beliefs like dressing up to
scare devils awayto prepare for

0*}

h
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Become a Resident Assistant!
Applications and more
information available SOON!

Over the past 50 years,
Parks has become an
endearing symbol of the
fight for racial equality.
"Rosa was a true giant
of the Civil Rights
Movement," U.S. Rep.
John Conyers Jr. (DMich.), who employed
Parks in his congressional
office for more than 20
years,
told
The
Washington Post "There
arc very few people who
can say their actions and
conduct changed the face
of the nation, and Rosa
Parks is one of those indi- Rosa Parks' mug
viduals."
The memory of Parks'
defiant action should
serve as an example to UK students that they too
can be a catalyst for change in society.
That's because the issue of civil rights is still
with Us today.

Currently, UK administrators
arc wrestling with how to battle
a 40 percent drop in black
freshman enrollment.
Some faculty members have
stepped in to offer suggestions
and direction, but students have
made decidedly litde noise on
the matter thus far.
Other diversity issues persist
as well. UK needs help figuring
out how to recruit students with
different backgrounds.
On a campus that suffers
from a lack of diversity, UK students, faculty and staff must
help promote diversification by
promoting the open exchange
and acceptance of ideas and
differences.
shot.
The only way to cultivate
lawyanevsxom diversity is for the student body
to create an atmosphere in
which it can thrive.
But change doesn't always come without putting up a fight, as Parks' example so poignantly
demonstrates.
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American Cancer Soceitij Announces
Longwood University/Prince Edward County
Relau For Lile Award Winner
Michelle Prior

overnight event designed to celebrate survivorship and raise
money for research, cancer prevention and early detection programs of your American Cancer
Society. Relay represents the
hope that those lost to cancer
will never be forgotten, that
those who face cancer will be

Rebecca Lake, Patricia Carroll,
Karen
Nettleton,
Amber
Wilkinson and Melissa Zwick
(Faculty Advisor) of Longwood
University recently attended the
American Cancer Society's 2005
Relay University at Wintergreen
Resort, where they represented local volunteers and
accepted awards on behalf
of their community's event.
The 2005 Relay For Life
of Longwood University
was honored with the South
Adantic Division Region Six
Outstanding College &
University Relay Award.
This Relay For Life event
also received a South
Adantic Division Region Six
Community Per Capita
Award
(Population
Category: 20,000 - 24,999)
for raising $.86 per capita.
With the theme "South
Adantic Division World
Class Relay," the two-day
conference
recognized
achievement for outstanding 2005 Relay For Life events
and offered participants intensive supported, and that one day,
learning opportunities in prepara- cancer will be eliminated.
tion for next year's Relays. In During the event, teams gather
addition, each person in atten- at schools, fairgrounds, or parks
dance gained personal insight into and take turns walking or runaround
a
track.
how his or her individual efforts ning
Participants
camp
out
around
on the part of Relay fit into the
big picture with the American the track and when they aren't
Cancer Society and its impact taking their turns on the track,
both in the community and enjoy a variety of entertainment
and team activities. Teams connationwide.
Gail Roddie-Hamlin, Chief sist of 10-15 individuals repreCommunity Officer of the South senting businesses, churches,
Adantic Division, Inc., presented schools, neighborhoods, families
the awards, citing the hard work and other community groups.
Each Relay For Life begins by
and achievement of each commuhonoring
cancer survivors as
nity's event. "Our sincere conthey
make
the event's first lap,
gratulations to the volunteers,
participants and sponsors of the with other participants from the
Relay For Life at Longwood community cheering them on. A
University for winning this award. luminaria service takes place just
We value the volunteers of after dark at every Relay event in
Ix»ngwood University and Prince the United States.
Candles lit in the luminaria
Edward County and truly apprebags
represent cancer survivors
ciate their outstanding effort."
or
those
who have lost the batde
In 2005, Relay events were held
across the nation in 4,370 com- to cancer. At this emotional
munities and raised $351.5 mil- moment during the event, activlion. Since its simple beginning in ities cease and participants pause
1985, Relay has grown from one to reflect on and celebrate their
event to a national and interna- loved ones. Candles burn
throughout the night to light the
tional phenomenon.
way
and serve as a reminder of
Relay For life is a fun-filled
the significance of their contri-
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Wizszkly Horoscopes
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TlrifZ* (Morch 21-flpril 19)

If you do decide to go as the Headless Horseman again
butions.
this year, be sure not to carry a real axe this time.
Relay For life is not only a
Taurus (fiprii 20-May 20)
fund-raiser, it also brings awareness to the community about the Stop putting razorblades in the candy, it's not
advancement in cancer research, funny.
prevention, and detection. Many
Gemini (May 21-june 20
of the participants are cancer surBad news Gemini, you're diabetic. No Halloween
vivors, and their involvement is
proof of the progress that has % candy for you.
been made not
Cancer 0un«22-July 22)
only in cancer cure
~-~*
rates, but also in Trick or treating does not mean knocking over ^
the quality of life the little kids and taking theirs.
^Af
following cancer
Io£0 (My 23--riugu*l 22)
treatment.
You know what the day after Halloween is?
The AtlantaLeftover candy sale day.
based American
Cancer Society is
VirgO (fluS. 23. 22-§ept. 21)
the
nationwide,
Wearing a dark trench coat and approaching strangers isn't
community-based,
a good way to meet new people this Halloween. Unless you
voluntary health like cops.
organization dediloibra (i*pt,22-Octobcr23)
cated to eliminat.Libra, take that sack off your head. You're already set
ing cancer as a
for Halloween.
major
health
problem by pre§eorpio (Oei. 24-Now. 21)
venting
cancer, You will get lost in a haunted house. No one will
saving lives and miss you.
diminishing sufSagittarius (Nov. 22-f>et 21)
fering from cancer
You'll get a roll in the hay this weekend. A shame
through research,
education, advo- # about the hayride accident though.
cacy and service. For more inforCapricorn t»w. 22-jBn. 19)
mation about cancer call the
Congratulations!
You're
the
subject for a new
American Cancer Society at 1-800ACS-2345 24 hours a day or visit ghost story from Dr. Jordan!
our web site at www.cancer.org.
•flquarius 0an.2o-Feb.i8)
For more information about
Relay For Life in the Longwood
You will drown while bobbing for apples.
University/Prince Edward compiSegS (Feb. 19-Morch 20)
munity, please call Michelle Prior at
Gather close to the bonfire, Pisces. Just don't
your local American Cancer
Society office, 804.527.3748.
stand next to the guy in the dynamite costume. *

RELAY
FOR LIFE

8

Q>

HP

American
? Cancer
Society

HI

z

Join Amenta's #\ Student Tour Operator
CANCUH ACAPULC0 JAMAICA
BAHAMAS FLORIDA

Sell Trips, Earn Cash
& Travel Free

TRAVEL
SERVICES

1 -800-648-4849 / www.ststraveUom

Calefi(J<ar
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for tV U/ee(c of October 28f\\ - A/oVemf>er 3rcf
IcrJay the 31st

SunJay tne 30tn
Murphy's Kids and The
Slackers concert Nancy
Reagan Amphithcather
Richmond at 7:30 PM
Willy Wonka & the
Chocolate Factory
7:30 PM ABC rooms

HAPPY
HALLOWEEN

Men's Soccer game v.
Philadelphia Univ. @ noon
Dr. Jordan's Ghost Stories
8:00 PM Jarman
Vv/eresjay the 2nd

Karaoke
9:00 PM
Lancer Cafe

Men's Soccer game against
Appalachian State 6PM

Aramark Haunted House

Free and Confidential Hiv testing
4:30-6:00 PM
Student Health and Wellness

Halloween Party at
Mulligans sponsored by the
Senior Class
From Psycho to Scream: Why
Movie Horror Won't Die
8:00 PM Ballroom

D-Hall Annex
Saturday tie-

21ri

Tongue in Cheek

Bu: Elite WoocWf

Faculty Recital
Wygal 204 & 234
7:30 PM

The Career Center will
Help You Every Step
Along the Way....
Diversity Career Day
Tuesday, November l, 20O5
lOa.ni.-S p.m.
Omni Hotel in Charlottesville, VA
Transportation provided by Career Center
Register by Friday, October 21st in
the Career Center
AU Students Welcome!!
For more information and to see what
employers are attending, visit
http://www.longwood.edu/carcer/Divcrsit
y Career Pay, htm
Challenge Job and Internship Fair
Tuesday, November 15, 2005
The Wyndham Roanoke Airport Hotel
Register and submit resumes online
by November 1st
Find out which employers are attending
and learn how to prepare
by visiting
http://www.longwood.edu/career/Challen

Contents of a Liberal Studies major's lunchbox

College 101
UO T cAJ'r mane of
LH6»t0ftfiPO,»B
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By: Matt Ruedinger
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Movie Review: Tlie Original iAe Haunting
Alex Storz

Blood, flesh, torture, sharp
pointy objects; these are nothing
compared to the psychological
and spiritual attacks that the
supernatural can exert.
That was exactly what I experienced when I first watched this
film as a young pup. Now, in this
wasteland of remakes fThe Fog, I
MEAN YOU), this film stands as
a rare proof that movies can
achieve a level of entertainment
and pure terror.
If you think I'm referring to
the crappy remake from 1999,
please stop reading this review.
Dr. Markway is heading a paranormal investigation of Hill
House, a New England manor
with a checkered past.
To join him in his investigation, he has selected the beautiful
psychic Theodora, Hill House's
future owner Luke Sanderson,
and the troubled wild card

Eleanor Lance. What they experience lets Dr. Markwav safely
conclude one thing: Hill House
is haunted.
The film is very much in
the field of an old-school
haunted house flick. No
gory murders, no fantastic
monsters, just good ole'
fashioned atmosphere.
By atmosphere, I mean
combinations of beyond
creepy sounds, creative
lighting, simple special
effects, twisted music, and
the ever efficient fear of
the unknown (all about
that hand scene, brrrr).
The scares depend more
on what the audience pictures in their minds insteac
of what is shown, and that,
my friends, was a huge
friggin' breath of fresh air.
I was surprised that director
Robert Wise was able to do so
much with the film. But after
directing films such as The
Sound of Music, West Side

Story, The
Sand
Pebbles
(McQueen rules), it was probably
easy to put together (heck, he
even edited Citizen Kane) He

ww.tethnofilc.com/dvds/haunting original.html

uses off-center camera angles,
some intense close-ups, and an
Infrared camera to capture the
ominously gray sky set against

Hill House. For those who are character aggressive but human at
nervous about a film adaptation the same time (she's also hot). I
not honoring the source material, can not picture anyone else playhave no fear.
ing Dr. Markway than Richard
The film does more than Johnson (sorry, Iiam).
make Shirley Jackson's book
He had the accent, the charm,
look good (check it out, great and the maturity of the Dr.
stuff); it's a perfect companion Markway I know from the book
as well.
(and he was also in Zombie,
Two big, fat, thumbs up to SCORE!).
the screenwriters who not only
Russ Tamblyn was a hoot as
capture the spirit of the book, Luke Sanderson, a nice, innocent
but also make the characters and en medic juxtaposition to all
believable and easy to connect of the more intense characters,
with.
milking the dry humor for all it
This leads me to the other was worth.
anchor of the film; the perConsidering how many times
formances. Julie Harris was I've seen this film (twenty by my
perfect for Eleanor Lance. count), it still has the haunting
Her fragile, but unstable per- (pun intended) impact that it had
formance added to the dread upon the first viewing.
that was all around the film.
But understand, this is not for
If that didn't help, her "I'm- everyone. This is not a flashy,
snapping-like-a-Slim-Jim" paper-thin, horror film that, tragivoice-overs certainly did the cally, has become a standard today.
trick.
For those looking for a classic,
Claire
Bloom
put
her original horror film, or just want
Shakespearean training to good to purge the remake from their
use as Theodora, making her minds, look no further.

Share your space, but live on your own.
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Get everything tor your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition
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WAL*MART
ALWAYS LOW IHMMD.
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disability.
The irony doesn't stop there.
The
vandalism also occurred two
to counsel his residents, many of
days
after
the
Student
whom were upset over the bias
Government Association passed
incident that for them, struck too
a resolution to request that the
close to home.
Board of Visitors expand
Longwood leaders reacted
Longwood's Affirmative Action
strongly. Kyle Pretsch organized a
Statement
to include sexual orienpanel the week after the vandaltation.
ism. Held in the Cox glass lounge,
The events surrounding this
the panel confronted topics relatbias-inspired vandalism reveal the
ed to discrimination, diversity,
sentiment of today's socieand tolerance.
"It's
not
just
the
Administration's
ty. People are becoming
The panel included
responsibility
to
make
people
feel
more respectful of others.
Lonnie Calhoun, Director
welcome,
its
every
student's
as
Marquis Mapp, a freshof Multicultural Affairs,
well."
man who identifies as
Lori Stravers, Director of
- Lauren Reed
homosexual, shared his
the Wellness Center, Tim
Pierson, Vice President for "It's not about acceptance, it's profound perspective.
"I feel sorry for people
Student Affairs, Lauren about respect."
who are homophobic. It's
Reed, President of Unity
- Lonnie Calhoun
not their fault; it is due to
Alliance, and Walter Gray,
their background. 1 can't
former President of Unity
In a twist of poetic irony, this blame the vandals for their outAlliance. Approximately thirty
vandalism occurred on the seven burst, but I can blame them for
students were in attendance.
The event evolved into an year anniversary of the hate-moti- not trying to change. Going to
open discussion on how the vated murder of Matthew college, people need to be openlongwood community can better Shepard, a gay college student at minded."
On how the bias incident
respond to and prevent discrimi- the University of Wyoming.
His death galvanized advocacy affected him, Marquis' comments
nation and prejudice.
Lauren Reed shared her groups into legislative action, reflected the support he felt by
thoughts: "It's not just the which this September prompted the response. The immediate
Administration's responsibility to the House to pass a bill that action was encouraging for him.
The pervading Ixmgwood spirmake people feel welcome, it's expands the legal definition of
hate crimes to include offenses it proved itself as a loving dedicaevery student's as well."
Lonnie Calhoun articulated, involving actual or perceived reli- tion to the whole that does not
"It's not about acceptance, it's gion, national origin, gender, sexu- discriminate, nor tolerate those
about respect." He asks people to al orientation, gender identity, or who do.

VANDAL cont'd p.5

recognize that accepting someone's beliefs and lifestyle isn't necessary, but respect for all humanity is imperative.
Kyle Pretsch is investigating the
crime. It is vital that people come
forward with information so that
the culprits can be helped.
As Pretsch stated, "it is more
important that we educate the
individuals responsible rather than
try to punish them."

Are you interested in...

Be an International Buddy, and

* Learning about

you could develop a friendship

other countries?
*Making new friends?

with an international student that
could last a lifetime!

* Helping out those

If you are interested in being an internawho don't know the
tional buddy, please contact Lonnie
Calhoun at calhounli@longwood.edu or
United States very well?
1
Ashley Greene at
Learning about other cultures?
avgreene@longwood.edu
* Being a friend and a mentor
or visit the website:
to an International student? http://www.longwood.edu/mcaffairs/IS
*Traveling and going
BP info.htm
to cool places with an
International student?
* Rooming with an
International student?

If you are interested in having an
International Student as a roommate,
contact Lonnie Calhoun at
calhounli@longwood.edu.
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ARE JUSTICE
AND 1EACE JUST
A IMAM?
DID YOU KIOW:
II 2004 THE TBI
REPORTED 7,649
CRIMES BY 12,711
IOIICE AfiEICIES II
AMERICA.
Janet Jones
YiSivr-m-CMif
On January 19th, 2006 The
Martin Luther King Planning
Committee is bringing Morris
Dees to Longwood University.
Dees is one of the founders of
the Southern Poverty Law
Center
in
Montgomery,
Alabama.
This center fights all forms of
discrimination and handles cases

that few lawyers are willing to
take. The center monitors hate
groups of all kind and tracks
extremist activity throughout
the United States.
Keep reading the Rotunda
for more information and to
learn of upcoming events leading to Dees arrival, and you can
visit the Southern Poverty
Center's website at www.splcenter.org/center/abouLjsp.

I am going to have to give the
point to the dorms.
The sole reason is that many
I am going to have to give this
point to the apartments. There is of you are aware of a certain litnothing better than walking tle beagle named Lala.
That litde tramp of a pup has
around you own room butt-ass
caused
hundreds of dollars, if
naked and scratching yourself as
you drink your chai tea latte and not thousands, worth of damage.
catching up on your stocks in the Tell me how you feel about your
litde friend once you realize you
Wall Street Journal.
will never see
Pros 2 Cons 3
"Tell me how you feel your security
about your little
back
1 miss my dog. friend once you real- deposit
He is a litde dachs- ize you will never see again.
Just ask the
hund named Buddy. your security deposit
lads
inSunchase
He is a chick mag- back again."
409-K
last year.
net and he knows it.
I can see in his beady, glaucoma
Pros 3 Cons 3
laced eyes saying to me, "you owe
me, brother," in his best imperWell, there are plenty of more
sonation of our hero John "Hulk topics to discuss on this matter. I
feel that the dorms and apartHogan" Graham, Ph.D.
It would be great to have the ments both have their advantages
wee Bud man out in an apart- and disadvantages.
And, yes, this is a cop out. I
ment. Now you are thinking to
yourself, "Wow, it's awesome to am a peace-loving guy, so I don't
live in the apartments; screw the want to cause drama between the
two factions.
dorms!"
Just enjoy yourselves.
Hold on there, ladies and gents.

PROS&CONS cont'd p.4
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White Pumpkins: A Halloween Odditu
Insanity of Motherhood," spot- favorite — have been around for a
Associated Press Writer
ted white pumpkins this year for while, but what was once a curiosthe first time in New York City ity at farmers markets is now making the scene
CHICAGO - These pumpkins
and thinks her cray"T»
»Hw«.S
trt
r»Hed
(faat
p>"fat larger grolook like something scared
on-wielding 2-yearTHEM. Eerie-lookiqg white
old daughter "will fcms, SrowWIs, LWIMS or Ctspers ceries and
pumpkins — naturally white, not
be crawling all over (rlw frierj'y jlw>sr). r\*i rf» ores pumpkin
patches.
painted — are finding their way
this thing."
»to>-t fW sire of » k»seW!? Et}>v
Gensler
into more and more homes this
Those who carve
Eoos.
Gardens,
a
Halloween season.
the pumpkins will
family
farm
The albinos are called Ghost
find they still have
pumpkins, Snowballs, Luminas
orange flesh beneath the white near Rockford, decided to grow
or Caspers — presumably a refrind, adding to their ghostly 6,000 white pumpkins this year
appeal when a because the 1,000 last year proved
erence to the
candle is put such a hit.
friendly ghost.
But more than a week before
And the ones
inside.
"When you Halloween, all 6,000 had been
about the size of
a baseball? Baby
get a dark night, sold, and the Genslers will probaBoos.
I think they're bly grow 20,000 next year, Scon
White pumpgoing to look Gensler said.
"White has become a strong
kins are a little
pretty cool outdecorating
element in people's
bit more expenside,"
said
sive than their
Karla Neely, a homes," said Nancy Soriano, ediorange cousins.
Dallas public tor in chief of Country Living
lowleroad.tj'pepad. com/.../is_thu_fmmpkin.html
But
parents
relations account magazine, which put pumpkins
and party planners say they are
executive who bought a white that had been painted white on its
more ghoulish and offer a better
pumpkin for her home last week. cover last October. "They might
canvas for drawing or painting a
"They seem like they will almost have white pottery, sofas, and
white pumpkins add a very iconic
jack-o'-lantern face.
glow."
Victoria Pericon, author of
White pumpkins — simply look."
Deborah Racicot, the executive
"Mommy Land: Entering the
another variety of the autumn
Bob Babwin

DukeTrek Volunteering Opportunities:
Giving Something Back to tne Community
DukeTrek is a Saturday program
which aims to pair Cumberland
County Middle School students,
especially those unlikely to graduate or attempt secondary education, with Longwood University
students, faculty, and staff.
This career-based program will
run approximately six Saturdays
in the spring semester and be
open to all Cumberland Middle
School students.
The students who participate
in DukeTrek will be participating
in hands-on interactive "workshops" which demonstrate the
possibilities that attending college
would offer.
Job Qualifications:
Workshop
Presenter/Instructor: Workshops
should be hands-on/interactive
and should last approximately
two and a half hours long
Workshops should be "standalone" lessons - each week a new

group will participate in the workshop, rotating through a different
session each week.
Anyone who volunteers to run
a workshop can volunteer for as
many weekends throughout the
program that they wish - a six
week commitment is not necessary, but is deeply appreciated.
Hours served participating in
DukeTrek will qualify as service
hours. Workshop Assistant: For
those who are interested in a less
time-consuming
experience,
DukeTrek is seeking volunteers to
assist workshop instructors in
conducting workshops.
Workshop Assistants may volunteer to participate in as many
or as few weekends as suits their
schedule. Hours served participating in DukeTrek will qualify as
service hours.
Classroom Guide: For those
who are interested in a less timeconsuming experience, DukeTrek

is seeking volunteers to direct and
lead student groups to and from
the buses, and guide students to
the appropriate destination.
Classroom guides would be
asked to volunteer only at the
beginning and end of each
Saturday program.
Classroom Guides may volunteer to participate in as many or as
few weekends as suits their schedule. Hours served participating in
DukeTrek will qualify as service
hours.
Job Description
DukeTrek is seeking support
from Longwood's community.
For those interested, there are
many opportunities to volunteer.
Faculty, staff, and students at
Longwood University are encouraged to share their expertise by
volunteering as a Workshop
Presenter/Instructor, Workshop
Assistant and/or Classroom
Guide.

pastry chef at Gotham Bar and
Grill in New York has been carving white pumpkins up for years
to display at her house.
"People that are throwing par-

ties tend to buy them," Racicot
said. "These guys ... are looking
for the coolest thing to make
their party a little more chic than
normal."
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Longwood Students in Cki Alpka
Visit New Orleans to Provide Aid

Honors Anthropology Class, Dr. Jordan
Go on Dig to Westmoreland County
Kristen Caslenuovo
Staff Water

which was bequeathed

Ames I^e in 1999.

Mr. Phillip Vickers Fithian, was
leaving Westmoreland County

The eleventh generation of Carters current-

for the last time.

ly resides at Nomini

Two hundred thirty-one years
later, Dr. James Jordan and his

Hall, and the father

Honors Anthropology class
headed to Nomini Hall located
in Westmoreland County for a

Janet Jones

to
Longwood
by
Alumna Mary Farley

On Thursday, October 20,1774,

Dr. Jordan and his anthropology
students on site at Nomini Hall.

excitedly joined the group to
discuss the findings at the end of
the day.
Although the dig was sup-

Photo County ofKraun Catlenuovo

During a visit to the school
house on the second day, three
visitors surprised Jordan and his
students.

posed to last three days, Mother

Dr. Dal Mallory, Historian of

Nomini Hall was an illustrious
plantation occupied by Sir

Nature had other, wetter plans
in mind.

Westmoreland County, introduced his guests as Dr. Willie

Robert Carter and his family in
the late eighteenth century.

historical sites in the area, such

Interactive Programs in Colonial

as Robert E. Lee's childhood
home and George Washington's

Williamsburg, and Dr.

family's plots.
Katie Bratcher, one of the

author of 'The Transformation
of Virginia".
•

students, remarked, "I am glad
the dig got rained out because

The three observed the site
and listened as the students

we learned a lot of cultural
information from the walks."

described their findings.

for Carter's children and he kept
a daily journal of his stay there
from which scholars today can
study colonial life.
Using Fithian's diary, Jordan
and his class were able to uncover the foundation of the school-

The students instead visited

Balderson,

Director

of
Rhys

Isaac, Pulitzer Prize winner and

Jordan remarked after the visi-

house in which Fithian taught so
long ago.

Students got a hint of the

tors left that this was a great day

morbid nature of anthropology

Students also found a number

as Jordan took them to several

for longwood and the students
represented their alma mater

of interesting artifacts such as a

graveyards, including the grave
of world renowned author, John

white clay pipe stem, a nail,
shards of French wine bottle
glass, fragments from Chinese
willowware dishes, and glazed
brick.
Jordan has taken his honors
students

to

Westmoreland

County thirty-four times over
the past twelve years.
The group stays four miles
away at the Longwood Farm

serving food for New Orleans
and St. Bernard's parish. Floyd
Over fall break four members of said they fed 2.000 people a day,
Chi Alpha at Longwood but the city has the resources to
University traveled to New feed 5,000 people a day. Floyd
Orleans to help with the relief said, "I hope people go down
efforts. Students Cole Floyd, there because they need to see
Kristin Novara, Lucy O'Dell what has happened to their own
country. We heard so many
uplifting stories and I could feel
God's love more than his wrath."
The group slept in a church and
got to tour the area when they
were not helping the community.
There was a curfew in most areas
because the electricity had still
not returned. The houses that
had been checked for bodies
Building in New Orleans
were marked with a large X, indithat had been cleared
cating the house has been cleared
along with on-campus pastor and a number with how many
Gill Banton joined Christ in bodies were found. "We drove to
Action,
a Manassas-based Bourbon St. where people were
Christian ministry, in Louisiana. drinking and ignoring the reality
The group wanted to make this surrounding them, when 15 mina campus-wide event, but did utes away people were relying on
not officially
us for water,"
plan the trip
Floyd said. The
until a week
middle
and
and a half in
upper
class
advance and
people are all
by that time
on the same
many
of
level because
people had
they lost everyalready made
thing.
p1ans.As
Everything has to
soon as they Kristin Norara, Cole Floyd be cleared and it is
arrived that and Gill Banton
going to take a
morning, they began working, long time to rebuild the city.
and continued until 7 p.m. They There are plans in the making
worked 13-15 hour days for and Floyd feels that this experithree straght days in the parking ence has been positive in opening
lot of a church, cooking and so many people's eyes.
/ :ditor-in-Chief

three-day Archeological dig.

Fithian was a schoolteacher

Offcl.fr 71, 2005

Dos Passos.
The most profound experience for the group was their visit
to the unmarked resting place of
over 500 slaves in the woods
near Nomini Hall.

very well.
It wasn't all work and no play.
Each day, Jordan roused the students from sleep at 7 a.m. with a
bell and his rendition
"Morning Has Broken."

of

The trip was also a opportuni-

Periwinkle, a plant used to

ty for the class to get to know
each other by playing cards and

keep animals from tampering

sharing ghost stories in the soft-

with sunken graves, covered at
least an acre of glades.

ly lit great lecture hall of the
farm.

10n9WOOd Women's Rugh||
'Thou shalt not hesitate but be
mighty, for thought it is written
that the meek shall inherit the
earth, a better translation would
be the meek shall be trampled
into the dirt"
~1a Commandment of Rugby
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- Friday, October 28th
- Bring your friends and family
- 6 5pm in the Clubhouse!

• Somes
• Costume Contest

Practice *

thru Friday
4:00 PM to 6.00 PM
Behind the Dining Hall
On Her Field

• Pumpkin Carving Contest
(Bring Your Own Pumpkin Corved)
Prizes

m.TJ2.7W
• Food 4 Drink

SpClfS
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Lancer Madness Coming

PA^n

Men s Soccer Earns Second Conference Win

to a Gym Near You
Emily Grove
■f/ffi Writer

The Longwood men's and
women's basketball teams will
be kicking off the 2005-2006
season with a night of "madness". Lancer Madness will be a
pep rally event held next
Thursday, November 3 from 810pm in the Willet Hall gym.
The event will include many
competitions with chances to
win cash and other prizes.
Everyone that attends Lancer
Madness will be eligible for a
drawing which selects participants for the events. The SGA,
Ambassadors, IFC, CPC, and
each class will combine to host
four competitions, with a "Big
Prize Contest" decided by the
planning committee at the event
conclusion.

Other events include: introductions of both basketball
teams, a faculty v. student basketball game, a mascot battle
between Lance and the
Sunchase Bee, a 3-point shooting contest, a dunk contest, and
other spirit competitions.
There will also be performances by the Longwood
Company of Dancers, the
cheerleading
team,
and
Longwood's Blue Heat dance
team.
Bring your organization and
flaunt your school colors with
creativity. Admission is free to
everyone, and a cash prize will
be awarded to the organization
with the most spirit. Help kick
off the basketball season with
madness!

Kyle Martin
Sports Editor
The men's soccer team started its
final home stand of the 2005 season with a win over conference
foe Howard University (HU).
"1 think Longwood soccer has
a chance to do something special," men's soccer head coach
Jon Atkinson said.
Longwood earned a 1-0 victory in the 84th minute of play
when sophomore midfielder Sean
Harney scored on a penalty kick
past Bison goalie Jason Williams.
Harney's philosophy on penalty kicks is simple. "You just have
to concentrate and put [the ball]
where the keeper's not expecting
it," Harney said.
The penalty shot resulted after
a foul was called against Howard's
Idris Ugriovhe for grabbing
Longwood forward Todd Runey

and tackling him to the ground.
On both sides of the ball, this
match included rough play and
missed opportunities.
Howard forward Michael
Okoh took the first corner kick
of the game in the second minute
of play, but the chance was foiled
by Longwood's Runey who headed the ball away from the net.
At the 11:52 mark, Longwood
keeper Brandt Youmans took a
free kick inside midficld and
launched the ball at teammate
David Smith. Smith attempted to
head the ball towards the net, but
he was shoved down by Howard
players as he leaped for the ball.
The grueling half continued as
players on each side pushed and
shoved towards the opposing
nets. The physicality came to a
head in the 27rh minute as officials whistled a foul on
Longwod's Runey for contact

with Howard's Marcel Storcr.
Storer received a yellow card for
making a retaliatory shove at
Runey after play was stopped.
"We got down over the weekend against a direct team,"
Atkinson said. "I think our guys
took it too literally and were too
direct."
Each team finished the brutal
half without a score as
Longwood and Howard recorded
11 fouls apiece in the period. The
Bison's Lamar Hyde recorded the
only shot-on-goal for Howard
while the Lancers' Cosic posted
Longwood's only shot as well.
The second period continued
the grudge between the teams,
but Atkinson noticed a slight
change in his team's demeanor.

see MEN'S p. 15
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Call (434) 315-5566 or Fax (434) 315-5526
www longwood-village com
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*Cmmit Sirdar
> Iteikoom i|m tiin*nt foi $1000 p*l mouth!
(Thai"s only $334 per person with utilities included.
Choose 6»w a 6 to 24 month lease.)

- .'OHM I '

3-Bedroom apartments
starting at $400 per month
(per bedroom)
community amenities

apartment features
• fully equipped kitchens
(i.e. dishwasher, microwave)
- private bedrooms & baths
- washer & dryer
- high speed Ethernet access included
- extended cable t v included
- $75 electric allowance/month included
- water and sewer included

g

3 bedroom

•

- spacious clubhouse
- fitness center
- theater

-

game room
computer/ media room
swimming pool and hot tub
tanningbed
ample parking
free shuttle service to camp

0
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Player Profiles: Senior Spotlights
Echo Naugk

Marina Sizow
1) Field hockey often isn't available before high school, or
even at a lot of high schools. What did you play before hockey and why did you choose to pick up a stick once you got to
high school?
- My parents have always encouraged my sister and I to participate
in competitive sports.
Before I played field hockey in the 6th grade I was active in ice
skating, roller skating, ballet, swimming and diving, soccer and gymnastics.
2) How many years have you been playing field hockey?
- I have played hockey for nine years.

1) Field hockey often isn't available before high school, or even
at a lot of high schools. What did you play before hockey and
why did you choose to pick up a stick once you got to high
school?
- I actually did not play another sport I started playing field hockey
in the summer before 6th grade. The coach at my middle school
wanted me to play with the girls that summer to see if I liked it.
2) How many years have you been playing field hockey?
- I have played for 11 years.

Photo* Courtesy of Sports
Information

3) Who has influenced you the most throughout your life and why?
-- My Mom has been the biggest influence in my life. Without her driving me from one
practice to another or traveling with me to an endless number of tournaments I don't think
I would have ever made it to play a college level sport.

3) Who has influenced you the most throughout your life, and why?
- My mom and Dad have influenced me the most throughout my life. I am who I am
today because of them. They have always supported me 100% and I could come to them
about absolutely anything and know that it was going to be ok

4) Do you have any pre-game rituals or superstitions?
--1 pray a lot; mosdy for the safety of my team and the strength for us to play at our best
the entire 70 minutes.

4) The 6 of you have been together for at least 3 years wearing a Lancer jersey. Tell
me about any great memories with each other or current teammates?
We have so many memories and I love my class of hockey girls. I could not have asked
for a better group of girls to play with and share good/bad times with. Love you guys!

5) What is the most important thing you've learned at Longwood, on or off the
field?
-- The most important thing I have learned in college is how to take care of myself and
how to be organized.

5) What is the most important thing that you've learned at Longwood, on or off the
field?
- I have learned that a team becomes your family and that they are there for you no matter what.

6) Lastly, give a comment about your fellow graduates:
Julie: AKA "Cindy Lu-Hoo". You are my sunshine. Julie is forever optimistic and keeps
our team positive during rough times.
Echo: AKA Sticky-F.cky. I'm gonna miss your crazy drive and your colorful dialogue on
and off the field. PS. Don't worry I'm not bitter about losing States to you anymore.
Shannon: Even in middle school Shannon or "Sharon" has always been a quiet leader in
defense. Her work ediic and love for the game can never be questioned.
Sarah: After 12 years together Sarah is like my other sister. Sometimes we'll argue, sometimes we'll fight (mostly on the field), but I know she'll always be there for me.
Alexis: Four years on the road with someone could seem like a long time if you don't have
the right roomie. Thanks for always being there when I needed someone to talk to.

6) Anything that you'd like to add about playing in the CVAC and in the NorPac?
- We are just getting into the Norpac conference but we are going to shine once we get
our turf. Watch out!
7) Lastly, give a comment about your fellow graduates:
Marina: Marina tells it like it is. That's what I love about her
Julie: This girl has been there for me through thick and thin. I love you!
Sarah: All around great player and was always there if I needed something.
Alexis: Even though Alexis didn't have a season where she was not injured, she played
awesome and was always there for me!
Shannon: She is an awesome person because she is always there to listen and give advice.

Men s Rughu Enters Ed and Sandy Lee Cup Tournament, Men Defend Championship
John R. Graham
Guest Writer
The Longwood Men's Rugby
team traveled to Lexington to
play Washington and Lee
Saturday. In terms of playoffs and
standings the game did not have
much impact.
However, a victory would
secure the #1 seed at the upcoming Virginia State Championships
in Richmond on November 5 and
an Opening round game versus
VCU.
The day was overcast and the
field was wet from all of the
recent rain. Ball handling was
sloppy and play was erratic.
Longwood scored first at the
seven minute mark with a very
well played sequence ending in a
try from Eric Dodd.

Play was muddled for a while
until an errant kick from W & L
landed in fullback Tony Soules'
hands. Soules started a play in
which no less than six
Longwood players handled the
ball and ended up in a try from
Cody Swidler.
The missed conversion left
the score 10-0.
Unfortunately, the ensuing
kickoff was mishandled by
Longwood and W & L scored
very quickly to make the score
10-5.
From then on, Longwood
dominated play. The first half
ended with a try and conversion
by Soules to make the halftime
score 17-5. The second half
opened with Longwood attacking relendessly. Brian "Spanky"

Lynch scored one try, Arron
Cothern another and Donald
"Duck" Lamar a third in the second half. Along the way, four
more tries went begging from
ball handling errors and blown
calls from the referee.
Although W & L scored one
more unconverted try, the final
score of 40-10 does not reflect
the dominance of the Longwood
team. Tony Soules scored 15
points in this game to raise his
season team high total to 34
points.
Lynch turned in a solid performance at loose head prop and
scored a try. Soules and Lynch
were named men-of-the-match
for their efforts.
The men have defeated ODU,
UR, W&L, Hampden-Sydney

The team was on the VCU goal
(forfeit) and Danville on the way
to a 5-0 record.
line as time expired and left
Then it was time for the B Longwood on the short end of a
sides to take the field. Led by 5-3 score. The women's team
Byron Trafton and Cameron record falls to 1-2.
The women's team travels back
Newbold, Longwood scored on
tries by Tim Knowles, Greg to Richmond to play UR on
"Tupperware" Hopkins, and Thursday (10/27) night and then
James "Squeaks" Ryan and a to Mary Washington University
conversion by Logan Rcid to "on Saturday (10/29) to finish their
claim a 17-10 win over the W&L regular season.
The men's team will enter the
B side. The win raised the B side
record to 2-1
Ed and Sandy Lee Cup
in
Richmond
The Women's Rugby team Tournament
November
5-6
to
vie
for
the state
traveled to Richmond to play
VCU.
Championship.
The men will play VCU in the
The game was the best played
by the women so far this year. first round of play. They will enter
The team captains Outside the event as defending champion
Center Liah Williams and and #1 seed in the event.
Hooker Holly Witt led the team
to an inspired effort.

Sports
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Plaijer Profiles: Soccer Spotlights
Todd Runey

April Lockley
1) How many years have you been playing soccer?
-- I have been playing soccer tor 11 years.

1) How many years have you been playing soccer?
-- I have been playing for 16 years.

2) Why did you start playing soccer?
--1 started playing soccer because 1 moved to Omaha, NE and a lot
of girls in my class played. I wanted to make new friends by joining
the team.
3) Do you have a "sports hero"?
- There are so many great athletes that have accomplished so much
that 1 don't have one sports hero. I really look up to athletes like
Jackie Robinson who faced so much adversity, but still succeeded at
their sport.

2) Why did you start playing soccer?
— I actually have no idea; my parents just started me in soccer when
I lived in New Hampshire.
3) Do you have a "sports hero"?
~ Leon Malca, because he is so old and wise.
Photos Courtesy of Sports
Information

4) Who has influenced you throughout your life and why?
-- Both of my parents have influenced me from the time I was little because they've both
worked hard to become successful in their careers and lives.
5) Do you have a favorite quote or sports mantra?
- "The vision of a champion is someone who is bent over, drenched in sweat at the point
of exhaustion when no one else is watching" -Anson Dorrance (UNC womens' soccer
head coach)
6) Do you have any pre-game rituals or superstitions?
- I always wear my rings until I'm about to step on the field for good luck. I also say a
prayer during the national anthem.
7) Tell us about your fellow seniors. Four years and a lot of soccer; any great memories that you could tells us about?
--1 love Tiffany and Melissa. We've been through a lot with the program changing over the
past four years.
8) What is the most important thing that you have learned at Longwood, on or off
the field?
- I've learned to experience as many opportunities as possible in life. Being involved in
soccer and other organizations has taught me to be diverse in my interests and goals.

Men's cont'd p.13
"The first half was a slugfest, but
in the second half we were composed," Atkinson said. "We just
had to be patient and know our
chance was going to come."
For the Lancers, the chances
came early and often in the second half.
Longwood's Elvis
Cosic had an empty net chance in
the 47th minute after taking a
pass from teammate Runey, but
he bounced his shot off the right
goal post.
Twenty-seven minutes later,
the Lancers' Harney placed a high
free kick to teammate and captain
Leon Malca near Howard's net
Malca delivered his shot, but
Howard's Williams deflected the
ball back to Malca. Williams
stopped a rebound attempt from
Malca, but the ball bounced in
front of Longwood's Runey.
Runey misfired the ball wide left
of the net
Longwood capitalized on the
penalty kick with less than 10

minutes remaining and held on
for the win over the Bison of
Howard University.
For the match, Longwood
held the edge in shots (9-6) but
both were even in corner kicks
with 4 apiece.
Longwood's
Harney scored his first goal of
the season and the first of his
collegiate career.
The
win
improves
Longwood's overall record to 410-2 and makes their Atlantic
Soccer Conference (ASC) record
2-2-1. Howard falls to 2-8-2
overall and to 2-2-1 in conference play.
The men's soccer team continues its four-game home stand
this weekend in its final ASC
game
against
Philadelphia
Sunday at noon. The team concludes conference play next
Wednesday against Appalachian
State at 6 p.m.
"I think the biggest thing is,
we can compete against most
teams out there," Atkinson said.

4) Who has influenced you throughout your life and why?
- My grandfather because he started his life with absolutely nothing, and when he passed
away he left my grandmother more than taken care of for the rest of her life because he
worked so hard.
5) Do you have a favorite quote or sports mantra?
-- "You ready, you want the noise brought? Cuz here it comes....Just hike the ball nutiob" Wedding Crashers
6) Do you have any pre-game rituals or superstitions?
--1 usually throw up before every game, whether it is on purpose or not.
I also wear each one of my shinguards on a specific leg and find a certain star on the
flag during the national anthem.
In addition, I usually try and maintain the same routine every game day.
7) What is the most important thing that you have learned at Longwood, on or off
the field?
-- With everything you do on this campus, be discrete because sometimes this place is
worse than high school.
8) What expectations do you have for your team in the next two years?
— We have made great strides this year, and I feel we are only a few players away from being
able to compete with the ACC teams we have struggled against so badly this year.
I realistically see us making the NCAA tournament my senior year fin 2 years).

'There's nothing like some wins
to breed some confidence in the
program and Matt and myself are
proud of the team."

Sox Sweep Series

PREVENT IT!
Don't miss class!
Get a flu shot!

Dan Steele
features Editor

Beginning Monday October 24:
The Chicago White Sox won 1-0
over the Houston Astros, sweeping the 2005 World Series, and
ending their 88-year championship drought.
After seven scoreless innings,
Jermaine Dye, who was named
the series MVP, grounded to second in the top of the eighth,
sending Willie Harris to score
from third.
This is the second straight year
a team has swept the series after
an extended
championship
drought.

DATE

LOCATION

TIME

Monday: Oct. 24

Lancaster 223

11:00-1:10

Tuesday: Ocf 25

Ruffner Commons Area

Wednesday: Oct. 26
Thursday: Oct. 27

Hinar - Faculty/Staff Lounge

Monday: Oct. 31
November Dates

*■**

11:30-2:00

Willed 124

11:30-1:30

am - i:io

Lancaster 223
To Be Announced
mmm mm
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Questions? Call 395-2102
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Join Team Sunchase Thursday, November 10th from
Noon to 6:00P.M. for our 3rd
annual leasing kick-off and Fall Carnivall
Don't miss our great leasing specials!
Or stop by anytime because we're always leasing!

005

Brte-.n/io./*
Time: Noon—6
Less than 1 Mile from Longwood
University's Campus!
Check us out on the web:

Sunchase At Longwood
434-392-7440
sunchase-longwood@msc-rents.com
Equai Housing Opportunity

